Rocky Mountain 1/2 Marathon

**NOTES:**

- RACE STARTS AT 6AM
- FLAGGERS UNDER BIG THOMPSON BY 6AM
- FLAGGERS AT THE INTERSECTION OF BIG THOMPSON AND MACGREGOR IN PLACE AT 6:15AM
- COURSE DIRECTOR TO SUPPLY ALL ADVANCE WARNING 18X24 SIGNS AT ALL STOP AND YIELD SIGNS ALONG THE COURSE.
- HWY 36 FROM COMMUNITY TO MALL ROAD IS CURRENTLY CLOSED.
- TRAFFIC MASTERS IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY TRAFFIC DEVICES USED IN THIS PORTION OF THE RACE.
- VMB TO BE SET IN ADVANCE

**Comments:**

- WILL LEAVE AS MUCH ACCESS AS POSSIBLE TO RESIDENTS HOMES AND BUSINESSES
- ALL SIGNS AND DEVICES WILL CONFORM TO MUTCD STANDARDS
- SIGN SPACING WILL BE DETERMINED BY TABLE 6H-3 IN THE MUTCD
- OPERATION WILL BE ADJUSTED AS NEEDED FOR OPERATIONS IN PROGRESS
- ALL PRE WARNING SIGNS WILL BE ADJUSTED FOR SIGNAGE ALREADY IN PLACE

**TMI Weekly Information**

- Contractor: VACATION Races
- Job Location: ESTES PARK - DRY GULCH, BIG THOMPSON
- Contact: Kyle Anderson 435-313-0019
- Project Name: Rocky Mountain 1/2 Marathon

**Running Race**
- Ahead 7-30-2016

**Dry Gulch VMB**
- Running Race
- Ahead 7/30/2016

**MacGregor VMB**
- Running Race
- Ahead 7-30-2016

---

Runners to run in the road way on existing HWY 36 Road Closure up until road closure intersection.

Runners to run along shoulder of mall road and head west to the trail at Lake Estes.

Runners to run along shoulder of mall road and head west to finish line.